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Equivalence of Product and Di¤erence Method for the Accelerated Failure Time Model with No Exposure-
Mediator Interaction

Suppose that the model (2) in the text for the mediator is correctly speci�ed:

E[M ja; c] = �0 + �1a+ �02c: (2)

along with model (4) for the outcome with the exposure and mediator so that:

log(T ) = �0 + �1A+ �2M + �04C + �": (4)

Suppose also a model is �t for the outcome with just the exposure, not the mediator:

log(T ) = �0 + �1A+ �
0
4c+ {":

The di¤erence method uses �1 � �1 as a measure of the indirect e¤ect; the product method uses �1�2. We
show that if all of the models are correctly speci�ed these two are equal. This is because by the model for
the outcome without the mediator we have:

E[log(T )ja; c] = �0 + �1a+ �04c+ {E["]

and by model (4) we have:

E[log(T )ja; c] = E[E[log(T )ja;M; c]]
= �0 + �1a+ �2E[M ja; c] + �04c+ �E["]
= �0 + �1a+ �2f�0 + �1a+ �02cg+ �04c+ �E["]
= f�0 + �2�0g+ f�1 + �2�1ga+ f�04 + ��02gc+ �E["]

Because this holds for all a, we must have �1 = f�1 + �2�1g and thus �1 � �1 = �2�1.

Formulas for Natural Direct and Indirect E¤ects for the Accelerated Failure Time Model with An Exposure-
Mediator Interaction

Under model (2) for the mediator and model (5) for the outcome:

log(T ) = �0 + �1A+ �2M + �3AM + �04C + �" (5)

we have that

E(TaMa� jc) =

Z
E[Tamjc;Ma� = m]dPMa� (mjc)

=

Z
E[Tamjc]dPMa� (mjc)

=

Z
E[T ja;m; c]dPM (mja�; c)

=

Z
E[e�0+�1a+�2m+�3am+�

0
4c+�"]dPM (mja�; c)

= e�0+�1a+�
0
4cE[e�"]E[e�2M+�3aM ]

= e�0+�1a+�
0
4cE[e�"]e(�2+�3a)(�0+�1a

�+�02c)+
1
2 (�2+�3a)

2�2

where the �rst equality follows by the law of iterated expectations, the second by assumption (iv), the third
by assumptions (i)-(iii), the fourth by the acclerated failure time model, and the �nal one by the fact that
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M is normally distributed and has constant variance �2. Thus,

logfE(TaMa� jc)g = log(E[e�"]) + �0 + �1a+ �
0
4c+ (�2 + �3a)(�0 + �1a

� + �02c) +
1

2
(�2 + �3a)

2�2

and so

logfE(TaMa jc)g � logfE(TaMa� jc)g = (�2�1 + �3�1a)(a� a�)
logfE(TaMa� jc)g � logfE(Ta�Ma� jc)g = f�1 + �3(�0 + �1a� + �02c+ �2�2)g(a� a�) + 0:5�23�2(a2 � a�2):

Formulas for Natural Direct and Indirect E¤ects for the Proportional Hazards Model with Exposure-Mediator
Interaction and a Rare Outcome

Under model (2) for the mediator and model (6) for the outcome:

�T (tja;m; c) = �T (tj0; 0; 0)e1a+2m+3am+
0
4c: (6)

we have that

�TaMa�
(tjc) =

fTaMa�
(tjc)

STaMa�
(tjc)

where fTaMa�
(tjc) and STaMa�

(tjc) denote the conditional density and survival functions respectively for
TaMa� . We have that

fTaMa�
(tjc) =

Z
fTam(tjc;Ma� = m)dPMa� (mjc)

=

Z
fTam(tjc)dPMa� (mjc) by assumption (iv)

=

Z
fT (tja;m; c)dPM (mja�; c) by assumptions (i)-(iii)

=

Z
�T (tj0; 0; 0)e1a+2m+3am+

0
4c exp(��T (tj0; 0; 0)e1a+2m+3am+

0
4c)dPM (mja�; c)

where �T (tj0; 0; 0) =
Z t

0

�T (tj0; 0; 0)dt. Likewise,

STaMa�
(tjc) =

Z
exp(��T (tj0; 0; 0)e1a+2m+3am+

0
4c)dPM (mja�; c):

Thus,
�TaMa�

(tjc) = �T (tj0; 0; 0) exp(1a+ 04c)r(t; a; a�; c)

where

r(t; a; a�; c) =

Z
e(2+3a)m exp(��T (tj0; 0; 0)e1a+2m+3am+

0
4c)dPM (mja�; c)Z

exp(��T (tj0; 0; 0)e1a+2m+3am+
0
4c)dPM (mja�; c)

:

Since M is normally distributed we have that (cf. Lin et al.16):

r(t; a; a�; c) = e(2+3a)(�0+�1a
�+�02c)+

1
2 (2+3a)

2�2

�

Z
exp(��T (tj0; 0; 0)e(2+3a)

2+1a+2m+3am+
0
4c) exp(� (m�(�0+�1a�+�02c))

2

2 )dmZ
exp(��T (tj0; 0; 0)e1a+2m+3am+

0
4c) exp(� (m�(�0+�1a�+�02c))2

2 )dm
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which can be approximated by e(2+3a)(�0+�1a
�+�02c)+

1
2 (2+3a)

2�2 if �T (tj0; 0; 0) is small (i.e. if the outcome
is relatively rare). Thus

�TaMa�
(tjc) � �T (tj0; 0; 0)e1a+

0
4ce(2+3a)(�0+�1a

�+�02c)+
1
2 (2+3a)

2�2

and

logf�TaMa�
(tjc)g = log(�T (tj0; 0; 0)) + 1a+ 04c+ (2 + 3a)(�0 + �1a� + �02c) +

1

2
(2 + 3a)

2�2:

From this it follows that,

logf�TaMa
(tjc)g � logf�TaMa�

(tjc)g = (2�1 + 3�1a)(a� a�)
logf�TaMa�

(tjc)g � logf�Ta�Ma�
(tjc)g = f1 + 3(�0 + �1a� + �02c+ 2�2)g(a� a�) + 0:523�2(a2 � a�2):

Equivalence of Product and Di¤erence Method for the Proportional Hazards Model with No Exposure-Mediator
Interaction and a Rare Outcome

Suppose that the model (2) in the text for the mediator is correctly speci�ed:

E[M ja; c] = �0 + �1a+ �02c: (2)

along with proportional hazards model (3):

�T (tja;m; c) = �T (tj0; 0; 0)e1a+2m+
0
4c (3)

Suppose also a proportional hazards model is also �t without the mediator:

�T (tja; c) = �T (tj0; 0)e�1a+�
0
4c:

The di¤erence method uses �1 � 1 as a measure of the indirect e¤ect; the product method uses �12. We
show that if all of the models are correctly speci�ed and the outcome is rare these two are approximately
equal. This is because by the proportional hazards model without the mediator:

�T (tja; c) = �T (tj0; 0)e�1a+�
0
4c

and by model (3)

�T (tja; c) =
fT (tja; c)
ST (tja; c)

=

Z
fT (tja;m; c)dPM (mja; c)Z
ST (tja;m; c)dPM (mja; c)

=

Z
�T (tj0; 0; 0)e1a+2m+

0
4c exp(��T (tj0; 0; 0)e1a+2m+

0
4c)dPM (mja; c)Z

exp(��T (tj0; 0; 0)e1a+2m+
0
4c)dPM (mja; c)

= �T (tj0; 0; 0) exp(1a+ 04c)r(t; a; c)

where

r(t; a; c) =

Z
e2m exp(��T (tj0; 0; 0)e1a+2m+

0
4c)dPM (mja; c)Z

exp(��T (tj0; 0; 0)e1a+2m+
0
4c)dPM (mja; c)

:
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As in the previous proof, since M is normally distributed we have that (cf. Lin et al.16):

r(t; a; c) = e2(�0+�1a+�
0
2c)+

1
2

2
2�

2

�

Z
exp(��T (tj0; 0; 0)e

2
2+1a+2m+

0
4c) exp(� (m�(�0+�1a+�02c))

2

2 )dmZ
exp(��T (tj0; 0; 0)e1a+2m+

0
4c) exp(� (m�(�0+�1a+�02c))2

2 )dm

which can be approximated by e2(�0+�1a+�
0
2c)+

1
2

2
2�

2

if �T (tj0; 0; 0) is small (i.e. if the outcome is relatively
rare). Thus

�T (tja; c) � fe2�0+
1
2

2
2�

2

�T (tj0; 0; 0)ge(1+2�1)a+(2�2+4)
0c:

Because this holds for all a, we must have �1 � f1 + 2�1g and thus �1 � 1 � 2�1.

The Product Method for the Proportional Hazards Model with Common Outcome Yields a Valid Test of the
Presence of Any Mediated E¤ect

We assume models (2) and (3) are correctly speci�ed and that assumptions (i)-(iv) hold. In counterfactual
notation, these are that for all a; a�;m, (i) Tam ?? AjC, (ii) Tam ?? M jC, (iii) Ma ?? AjC and (iv)
Tam ?? Ma� jC where X ?? Y jZ denotes that X is independent of Y conditional on Z. On any causal
diagram for which (iv) holds, it also follows that (Tam; Tam�) ?? (Ma;Ma�)jC. If in models (2) and (3) we
have that 2�1 6= 0 then from this it follows that 2 6= 0 and �1 6= 0. If �1 6= 0 then by assumption (iii)
it follows that A has an e¤ect on M in the sense that for some a and a� there are individuals ! 2 �1 such
that, Ma(!)�Ma�(!) 6= 0. Let m =Ma(!) and m� =Ma�(!). If 2 6= 0 then by assumptions (i) and (ii) it
follows that M has an e¤ect on Y with A �xed at a in the sense that there are individuals ! 2 �2 such that
Tam(!)�Tam�(!) 6= 0. Since (Tam; Tam�) ?? (Ma;Ma�)jC, it follows that there are individuals ! 2 �1\�2
and thus for ! 2 �1 \�2, 0 6= Tam(!)� Tam�(!) = TaMa(!)� TaMa� (!) i.e. TaMa(!) 6= TaMa� (!) so there
are some individuals for whom the natural indirect e¤ect is non-zero.
The argument given here that the product method constitutes a valid test for the presence of a natural

indirect e¤ect holds more generally for other models for the mediator and the outcome provided that the
models are correctly speci�ed and assumptions (i)-(iv) hold.
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